Abstract. A well-known conjecture of McMullen, proved by Billera, Lee and Stanley, describes the face numbers of simple polytopes. The necessary and sufficient condition is that the toric g-vector of the polytope is an M -vector, that is, the vector of dimensions of graded pieces of a standard graded algebra A. Recent work by Murai, Nevo and Yanagawa suggests a similar condition for the coefficients of the cd-index of a poset P . The coefficients of the cd-index are conjectured to be the dimensions of graded pieces in a standard multigraded algebra A. We prove the conjecture for simplicial spheres and we give numerical evidence for general shellable spheres. In the simplicial case we construct the multi-graded algebra A explicitly using lattice paths.
Introduction
We start by recalling the conjecture of McMullen [7] , proved by Billera, Lee and Stanley [3, 11] , that describes all possible face numbers of simple polytopes. A polytope P is simple if its normal fan is simplicial. Let f i be the number of i-dimensional cones in the normal fan, i = 0, . . . , n = dim P . One encodes these numbers in the toric h-vector (h 0 , . . . , h n ), using the equality of polynomials
The h-numbers satisfy the Euler's equation h 0 = 1 and the Dehn-Sommerville equations h i = h n−i . Define the toric g-vector (g 0 , . . . , g ⌊n/2⌋ ) by
Then all linear relations among the face numbers f i are given by g 0 = 1, g i ≥ 0. However, there are additional non-linear relations. The precise condition is that there exists a standard graded k-algebra A = ⊕ i A i , with A 0 = k the ground field and A generated in degree one, such that
Such vectors (g i ) that are given by dimensions of graded pieces of a standard graded algebra A are called M-vectors (after Macaualy) and they can be described by nonlinear inequalities.
Murai and Nevo [8] conjectured that similar nonlinear relations hold among coefficients of the cd-index of a poset P . Further evidence for this conjecture was given by Murai and Yanagawa [9] . The conjecture is that there exists a standard multigraded algebra A, such that the dimensions of the graded pieces of A give the coefficients of the cd-index.
Let us recall the definition of the cd-index so that we can state the precise conjecture. Let P be a graded poset of rank n + 1, with rank function ρ. We consider chains in P
The type of this chain is S = {ρ(x 1 ), . . . , ρ(x m )} ⊂ {1, . . . , n}. Let f S be the number of chains of type S in P . We encode these flag numbers in the numbers h S by the formula
where
When the poset P is Eulerian, then the numbers h S satisfy the generalized Dehn-Sommerville equations given by Bayer and Billera [1] , for example h S = h S . The complete set of these linear relations is described by writing Ψ P as a polynomial in two noncommuting variables c and d of degree 1 and 2, respectively. A cd-monomial corresponds to a polynomial in the variables t i by replacing c with t i + 1 and d with t i + t i+1 as illustrated in the example:
Then by Bayer and Klapper [2] , the polynomial Ψ P for an Eulerian poset P of rank n + 1 can be expressed as a homogeneous polynomial of degree n in the variables c and d. The polynomial Ψ P (c, d) is called the cd-index of P . When P is Gorenstein* (this means, the simplicial complex formed by chains in P is a purely (n − 1)-dimensional homology sphere), then the cd-index has non-negative coefficients [12, 6] . Moreover, the cd-index is the most efficient encoding of the flag numbers f S in the sense that there are no more linear relations among the coefficients of Ψ P (c, d) that hold for all Gorenstein* posets P , other than the coefficients being nonnegative and the coefficient of c n being equal to one [12] .
Define the multidegree of a degree n cd-monomial M as a zero-one vector in We say that a Z n -graded k-algebra A (associative, commutative, with 1) is standard multigraded if A 0 = k and A is generated in degrees e i = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . 0) for i = 0, . . . , n.
The following conjecture is the main subject of this article. Conjecture 1.1 (Murai-Nevo). Let P be a Gorenstein* poset of rank n + 1. Then there exists a standard
In [8] the conjecture was given in a different but equivalent form. Conjecture 4.3 in [8] states that the numbers Ψ P,v should be the flag numbers of an (n − 1)-coloured simplicial complex. Stated differently, Murai and Nevo conjectured that the algebra A in Conjecture 1.1 should be a polynomial ring modulo monomial relations. An arbitrary multigraded algebra A can be degenerated to this form using a Gröbner basis.
Murai and Yanagawa [9] proved that for any Gorenstein* poset P and any set S = {i 1 , . . . , i m },
The case m = 2 of this result was proved earlier in [8] . If Conjecture 1.1 is true, then this inequality follows from the surjectivity of the multiplication map
In the shellable case we generalize this result to: Theorem 1.2. Let P be a shellable Gorenstein* poset of rank n+1. Then for any v, w ∈ Z n ≥0
The exact definition of shellability that we use here is given in Section 2 below. Shellable posets include all face posets of convex polytopes.
The inequalities given in Theorem 1.2 unfortunately are not enough for the existence of an algebra A as in Conjecture 1.1. For example, consider the degree 6 homogeneous cd-polynomial
This polynomial satisfies all the inequalities of the theorem, but it is not hard to check that there cannot exist a standard multigraded k-algebra A as in the conjecture. I do not know if this polynomial is the cd-index of any Gorenstein* poset.
The cd-index of a simplicial complex P is much easier to understand. In fact the cd-index is determined by the face numbers f i of P . For simplicial complexes we prove: Theorem 1.3. Let P be the poset of a Gorenstein* simplicial complex. Then Conjecture 1.1 holds for P .
We give an explicit construction of the algebra A in Section 4 below.
In the special case where P is the Boolean lattice B n+1 , the algebra A can be described in terms of lattice paths as follows.
Admissible functions give the coefficients of the cd-index of B n+1 :
is the number of admissible functions for M.
This theorem is due to Fan and He [4] . Our notation is a bit different from their's and we also give a different proof using a shelling of B n+1 . There are other combinatorial interpretations of the coefficients of Ψ B n+1 , for example in terms of André permutations [10, 12] . is not admissible for dd because it does not satisfy the "bound on descent" condition. The full cd-index of B 5 is
We define the algebra A for B n+1 by taking the admissible functions for all cd-monomials of degree n as the k-basis. The product of two admissible functions is defined to be either zero or an admissible function. More precisely, let M 1 , M 2 , M 3 be cd-monomials of degree n, so that
Let f 1 and f 2 be two functions admissible for M 1 and M 2 , respectively. Define
Here min(f 1 , f 2 ) is computed pointwise and the support of f is
We prove in Section 3 that this multiplication turns A into a standard multigraded k-algebra, hence B n+1 satisfies Conjecture 1.1. The algebra A for a general Gorenstein* simplicial complex is constructed similarly using lattice paths.
It is not difficult to see that an admissible function f in the algebra A constructed above is a product of a unique set of admissible functions f i j of multidegree e i j . This means that the algebra A is monomial and one can construct from it an n-coloured simplicial complex as conjectured by Murai and Nevo. Each admissible function of degree e i gives a vertex coloured with i and a set of these vertices span a simplex if the product of the corresponding functions is nonzero.
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Shellable fans
We will use the terminology of fans as in the theory of toric varieties [5] . Since we are only interested in the poset of cones in a fan ∆, everything below also applies to the posets of regular CW -complexes. Thus, our fans are not fans over polyhedral complexes, but fans over CW -complexes. This implies for example that the intersection of two cones in a fan ∆ is not necessarily a cone but a subfan of the boundary of each cone. One can generalize this further to Gorenstein* posets, but since we are interested in shellable posets, we do not get anything beyond CW -complexes. Definition 2.1. An n-dimensional fan ∆ is a fan over a regular (n − 1)-dimensional CWcomplex C, where C is homeomorphic to the sphere S n−1 or to the disk D n−1 .
In particular, a fan is Gorenstein* if and only if it is a fan over a regular CW -sphere.
For an n-dimensional fan ∆, let ∆ ≤m be its m-skeleton, consisting of all cones of dimension at most m. Also let ∂∆ be the boundary, which is a subfan of ∆ ≤n−1 and let Int(∆) = ∆ ∂∆ (as a set of cones). Similarly, let
We define shellability inductively on dimension.
Definition 2.2. The unique 0-dimensional fan is shellable. For n > 0, an n-dimensional fan ∆ is shellable if ∂∆ is shellable and there exists a decomposition
where each ∆ i is an n − 1 dimensional shellable fan (over a sphere or a disks).
Remark 2.3. The usual shelling of an n-dimensional fan consists of ordering maximal cones σ 1 , . . . , σ N , so that if Σ j is the fan generated by σ 1 , . . . , σ j , then σ j+1 ∩ Σ j is a purely (n − 1)-dimensional fan (over a sphere or a disk). Taking ∆ j = σ j+1 ∩ Σ j gives a shelling as in Definition 2.2, provided that ∂∆ and ∆ j are again shellable. It is known that projective fans, i.e., fans over the faces of a convex polytope, are shellable.
There are two natural operations that take shellable fans to disjoint unions of shellable fans. Define:
where ∆ i are as in Definition 2.2. We extend the operations from disjoint unions to disjoint unions of shellable fans. In particular, we can compose the operations. When applying an n-fold composition of the operations to an n-dimensional fan, the result is a disjoint union of m 0-dimensional fans. We identify this disjoint union with the integer m.
Note that ∂ • ∂(∆) = ∅. Thus, to get interesting compositions of ∂ and C, we have to precede each ∂ with a C, unless ∂ is the first operation in the composition. Define a third operation:
Then the interesting compositions that yield non-empty results are of the form
where M(C, D) is a monomial in C and D.
The following theorem is a special case of results proved in [6] . Theorem 2.4. Let ∆ be an n-dimensional shellable fan. Then the polynomial Ψ ∆ has the form
where f n and g n−1 are homogeneous cd-polynomials of degree n and n − 1, respectively. Moreover
Remark 2.5. The theorem implies that g n−1 = Ψ ∂∆ and that the cd-polynomials f n and g n−1 have nonnegative coefficients. The operation C depends on the choice of the decomposition in the definition of shelling, but the n-fold composition of ∂ an C applied to ∆ is independent of the choices.
Another implication of the theorem is that compositions of the operations ∂ and C determine all flag numbers f S of ∆. To see in a different way why this is true, note that if ∆ is a fan over a sphere, then the flag numbers of ∆ ≤n−1 determine the flag numbers of ∆. If ∆ is a fan over a disk, then we need the flag numbers of both ∂∆ and ∆ ≤n−1 to determine the flag numbers of ∆. Cutting Int ∆ into disjoint pieces simply expresses the set of chains in Int ∆ as a disjoint union (indexed by ∆ i containing the smallest element in the chain). Thus, the recursive construction of shelling explains why the flag numbers of ∆ are determined by the operations C and ∂.
Given a monomial M(∂, C), we define its multidegree by replacing each C with 0 and each ∂ with 1. This in particular defines the multidegree of a monomial M(C, D), which agrees with the previously defined multidegree of M(c, d).
The following theorem together with Theorem 2.4 implies Theorem 1.2. Note that by a Gorenstein* shellable poset we simply mean a shellable fan over a sphere. Theorem 2.6. Let M 1 , M 2 , M 3 be be n-fold compositions of the operations ∂ and C, such that
Then for any shellable n-dimensional fan ∆
Remark 2.7. Theorem 2.6 is more general than Theorem 1.2 because ∆ need not be a fan over a sphere and the monomials M i may end with ∂.
We need the following lemma. Lemma 2.8. Let ∆ be an n-dimensional shellable fan and Π ⊂ ∆ an m-dimensional shellable subfan, where Π is a fan over the (m − 1)-sphere, m < n. If M(∂, C) is any m-fold composition of ∂ and C, then
Proof. I only know how to prove this using sheaves on the fan ∆. Using notation from [6] , we replace the fans by the constant sheaves on them to get an exact sequence:
The sheaves here are Cohen-Macaulay sheaves on ∆ ≤m . The operations C and D can be applied to any Cohen-Macaulay sheaf and the result agrees with our definition of the operators C and D. (Since by assumption ∂Π = ∅, we may assume that M(∂, C) is in fact a monomial in C and D.) From [6] the operations C and D are additive on exact sequences, hence
Since all summands are nonnegative, the result follows.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Switching M 1 and M 2 if necessary, we may assume that
where j ≥ 0 and
where Π i are (n − j − 1)-dimensional fans over spheres. Moreover, Π i are subfans of ∆, hence the previous lemma applies. Now
Here in the first inequality we used induction on dimension of the fans and in the second inequality we applied the lemma to the fans Π i ⊂ ∆ and monomial M ′ 2 .
Boolean lattices
Let Π n be the n-dimensional fan over the boundary of an (n + 1)-simplex. The poset of cones in Π n is the Boolean lattice B n+1 . Geometrically, Π n is the fan of the toric variety P n .
For Π n we can write down an explicit shelling. Let σ n be the fan consisting of an ndimensional simplicial cone and all its faces. In the shelling of Π n we will encounter fans of the type Π k × Π l and Π k × σ l . These include the special cases Π k = Π k × σ 0 and σ l = Π 0 × σ l . One can now easily verify:
We want to count the number of 0-dimensional fans obtained by applying an n-fold composition of ∂ and C to Π n . Each such 0-dimensional fan is the result of making a choice at every step we apply C: choose either i or (i, j). We encode these choices in a sequence of n + 1 integers, one for each fan, as follows. Applying C to Π k × σ l , the numbers are:
Applying ∂ followed by C:
If ∂ is the last operation:
Applying a degree n monomial M(∂, C) to Π n and fixing a choice at each step, we get a sequence of n + 1 fans and the associated sequence of n + 1 integers:
We define the function f : {0, . . . , n} → Z by f (j) = i j .
Example 3.1. Consider the monomial cddc = C∂C∂CC applied to Π 6 :
Note that when applying C to Π k × Π l , we need to specify the choice of (i, j) as this is not determined by the resulting fan. The function constructed from this sequence:
is the admissible function for cddc shown in Figure 1(a) .
We claim that the functions constructed as above for a cd-monomial M(c, d) are precisely the admissible functions for M. This implies that the number of admissible functions for M is the coefficient of M in Ψ Πn . Proof. Let us first check that a function constructed above is admissible. First notice that the integers assigned to each fan are nonnegative and no bigger than the dimension of the fan. The first three conditions of admissibility are now easy to check from the definition. The "bound on descent" applies to the sequence
We need to check that (k + j) − k ≤ (i + j − 1) + 1, which follows from i ≥ 0.
Conversely, given an admissible function, that means, a sequence of numbers i n → i n−1 → · · · → i 0 , we construct the sequence of fans. Most numbers i j correspond to fans Π i j × σ j−i j . The exceptions are the targets of the operation ∂, where the fans are
If ∂ is followed by C, then from the sequence of numbers
we get the choice (i, j) = (i k−2 − i k−1 + i k + 1, i k−1 − i k ) when applying the operation C. The fact that 0 ≤ i ≤ i k , 0 ≤ j ≤ k − i k − 1 and (i, j) = (0, 0) follows from the admissibility of the function.
Recall the algebra A defined in the introduction. It has a basis consisting of admissible functions for all cd-monomials of degree n, and multiplication is defined so that the product of two basis elements is again a basis element or zero. Now let ∆ be a general Gorenstein* simplicial fan, not necessarily shellable. Let h k be the h-numbers of ∆ and construct the algebra A using the numbers h k as in the shellable case. This algebra has the correct dimensions of graded pieces (the coefficients of the cd-index of ∆) because the numbers h k determine the face numbers f i of ∆, and these determine the flag numbers f S , hence also the cd-index of ∆. This proves Theorem 1.3.
